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Introduction



2020 Events done

Event type Event Location
National Cto. España Triatlón Sprint (900) Pontevedra
International Copa de Europa Junior (100) Banyoles
National Cto. España Triatlón Olímpico (200) Banyoles
National Cto. España Triatlón Relevo Mixto (240) Banyoles
National Cto. España Triatlón Media Distancia (550) Bilbao
International Copa de Europa de Triatlón (120) Barcelona
National Copa del Rey y Copa de la Reina Triatlón (1500) Roquetas
National Cto. España Duatlón (600) Soria
International Copa del Mundo Triatlón  (130) Valencia



It is important to understand Spain political structure to see how we
had to lead trying to go back with events:

Spain has (1) central government.
And (19) regional governments.
During the pandemic period and until december 2020, all the
sport events, were under the rules of the regional governments
health areas.
So we were forced to deal with the different governments to try
to adapt our sport to the regional health rules.

Since the beginning we had totally clear that we had to push to go
back ASAP, and Triathlon was the first sport to present a plan to the
Spanish Government, and this plan was followed by other
Federations making adaptations. This was in a big part, thanks to
World Triathlon Sport Department, that worked hard to have a plan
as well.

Lessons learned



During 2020 and before going back to events:
We presented our plan.
All the Regional Federations presented their plans based on our
plan.
We prepared a full medical plan for the sport, with a core Group 
of doctors.
We prepared other LOC’s and Technical Officials to be ready to
go back to sport ASAP.
We adapted our plan to specific plans depending on the event
format and locations.
We created exceptions to the competition rules, trying to adapt
the rules to criterias forced by the authorities when we were
implementing events under time trial format.
We had continuous meetings with Regional Federations, LOC’s, 
Clubes, etc.

Lessons learned



Lessons learned

From opened
events full of

spectators

To closed events
withour

spectators

We had to créate 
our “STADIUM” 
only for athletes

and Staff



Why we could go back to events by August 2020?
Triathlon plans, had full credibility.

Secured venues, changing traditional locations to alternative
locations, and changing totally the concept. This was the
key of the success.
Access control.
Courses design.
Venue size.
Access protocol (Staff, athletes, coaches, volunteers,
technical officials, authorities).
Coaches control.

Our organizing model, were is the Federation working and
organizing directly with the cities, is a big value.
We setup participation limits, depending on the circunstances.

Lessons learned



Adapted signage and images



Venue design / courses far from spectators

• Zona Verde – SIN Aforo
• Zona Azul – SIN Aforo
• Línea Roja – Carrera
• Línea Amarilla - Ciclismo

El Centro Niemeyer, permite, NO solo aislar la sede de manera completa, si no que 
la configuración que se plantea, ofrece unos recorridos totalmente a puerta 

cerrada



Venue size
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Access Control
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1. Signage
2. Gel
3. Thermometer 1
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Access Control



Venue Operations



Secured Venue



2700 m2 / 3m2 = 
900 espectadores

máximo

Events with Spectators



Spectators control

We fixed a limit of spectators per day
Spectators had to register previously
They had a dedicated space only for
espectators
They were coming to the entrance
They went through the same process as
accredited people but only to Access
their dedicated space
With our online system we knew at any
time who was in the área or not, as you
can see on the images on the right



1. Tablet
2. Gel
3. Disinfictant
4. Bin
5. Face shield
6. Face mask
7. Tissues
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Ahletes Registration



1. Bin
2. Face mask
3. Signage
4. Spare face
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Start Area



1. Bin
2. Gloves
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Aid Stations
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Finish



1. Gloves
2. Face masks
3. Bin
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Recovery Area



Medal Ceremonies



Antigenic Tests

Cases: Barcelona (EC) and Valencia (WC)
We planned in a efficient way, the
procedure to do tests the day before the
event
Athletes were informed to attend the test 
in a specific time frame
We planned 3 spots
The athletes were tested
They waited for 15’ aprox. Before
knowing the result
The doctor informed about the result

It is important to plan properly the space; 
preferibly open and wide spaces (photo –
Barcelona in a football field)



The importance of the media support



2021 is presented as follows:
We have secured the calendar (national and international
events), unless the situation comes into a difficult scenario.
We have more licenses than in 2020.
We need to keep the consistency of what we have implemented
in 2020.
We don’t want to take risks.
We are convinced that our model Works and is an example for
other Sports.
We need to engage continuosly with our stakeholders (athletes, 
clubs, coaches, technical officials, LOC’s, cities), in a way that
they feel that FETRI is supporting them.
We need to be ready for any change in:

Competition rules
Event formats
Etc.

The future




